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XDelta Limited is at 25 Canynge Square, Clifton Village, Bristol - near both Brunel’s
famous Clifton Suspension Bridge and the Zoological Gardens.
From the East: Take the M4 westbound past the M32, then the M5 southbound. At the
M4/M5 intersection take the LH lane from the M4 and move to the RH lane after the M5
northbound slip road. Do not take the A38 exit to Filton & Aztec West. Leave the M5 at
J17, stay in the RH lane of the slip road and take the A4018 into the city. Do not take the
LH lane to the Regional Shopping Centre.
From the North: Take the M5 southbound. Leave the M5 at J17, stay in the RH lane of
the slip road and take the A4018 into the city. Do not take the LH lane to the Regional
Shopping centre.
From the West: Take the M4 eastbound, then the M5 southbound. At the M4/M5
intersection take the LH lane from the M4 and move immediately to the RH lane to pass
over the M5 on the M5 southbound slip road. Do not take the A38 exit to Filton & Aztec
West. Leave the M5 at J17, stay in the RH lane of the slip road and take the A4018 into the
city. Do not take the LH lane to the Regional Shopping centre.
From the South: Take the M5 northbound. Leave the M5 at J17, stay in the RH lane of
the roundabout and take the A4018 into the city (4th exit). Do not take the LH lane (3rd
exit) to the Regional Shopping centre.
From the A4018 (at J17 on the M5): Follow the dual carriageway for about 3 km over
several roundabouts, it then becomes single carriageway at the 30mph limit on the crest of
a hill. After 4 sets of traffic lights on the main road bypass for Westbury-on-Trym the road
goes uphill (Falcondale Road). The final set of lights crosses Stoke Lane with the RH lane
for turning right only. Keep in the LH lane and go straight on.
After about 0.5 km at the roundabout (White Tree Roundabout) turn right, then almost
immediately turn left. At the next traffic lights (about 0.5 km) turn left. Turn first right
(about 300 m) onto Ladies Mile. At the cross roads go straight across the main road
(Bridge Valley Road drops downhill to your right, the Zoo entrance is visible about 200 m
to the left) and take the smaller road running straight ahead, not the bigger road to the right.
Park at the end of the smaller road (Canynge Road at the junction with Percival Road),
then walk left along Percival Road to the Redgrave Theatre on the right, up the alleyway at
the right hand side of the theatre and up the steps into the back RH corner of Canynge
Square. XDelta (number 25) is the first building on the left.
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